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I.) Introduction v = E - E'

At taese high energies the muon uecomes a very
~ffective probe of the inner structure of the nucleon
at small distances. Quantum electrodynamics allows
exact calculation of the electromagnetic interaction
vertex of the muon. As shown in fig. I the muon is
used as a source of virtual photons which probe the
hadronic structure of the target nucleon.

The investigation of the hadronic structure of the nu
cleon is one of the most interesting questions in high
energy physics. Over the ~ast two decades the electron
has proved to be a useful probe of the nucleon struc
ture down to a distance determined by the maximum beam
energies available in these years. The increased energy
of the proton synchrotrons at FNAL and CERN allowed the
production of very high energy lepton beams up to about
300 GeV to overcome the lack of electron accelerators
in the multi-hundred-GeV range.

F2 (x) = ~ e i
2xqi(x)

~

x=~
2Mv

The Feynman diagram of fig. 1 suggests a description of
the photon nucleon vertex by quantum chromodynamics in
a way very similar to the well understood QED vertex of
virtual photon production by the scattered muon. The

naive quark parton model4) treats the photon nucleon
interaction as the interaction of the photon with a
single quasifree parton inside the nucleon. The
variable x has a physical interpretation in this simple
model: it represents the fraetional momentum of the
struck parton inside the target nucleon at the time of
the interaction

where M is the proton mass, for the description of deep
inelastic scattering by two structure functions

, 2 3)
F I 2(Q ,x) •,

and its imaginary mass squared Q2:

Q2= -4EE'sin2 0/2

Early electron scattering. experiments 2) have shown the
importance of the variable

This is reasonable at high energies if transverse parton
mo~enta and mass effects are negligible. If qi (x) is

the probability distribution function for the ith parton
inside the target and e

i
its charge then the above

ment~oned structure function F2 has a simple physical
mean~ng:

"QeD Vertex"

Nucleon

Final State
~

Diagram for inelastic muon nucleon scattering
described by the exchange of a single virtual
photon.

QED Vertex

Fig.

The incident and scattered muon energies E and E'
plus the scattering angle e fix the kinematic properties

of the virtual photonl ), its energy v:

It depends on x only and not on Q2. This interpretation
of F

2
explained the initial observation of scaling of the

structure functionS) i.e. its approximate independence
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of Q2 which seemed to confirmBjQrken~s earlier
conjecture6) of scaling.

The first high energy muon experiments at FNAL7) as well

as electron scattering experiments at SLAC8) in the

lower Q2 region have shown that scaling is violated. The
resolving power of the current probe was improved by in-

creasing Q2. As predicted py field theories of coloured
quarks and gluons, gluon exchange and gluon radiation
included in a quark parton model produce a scaling
'.1 . 9) d" 2 10)-

v~o atlon . QeD pre ::..c ts 1 ts Q dependence • "The qq
sea is produced by gluons radiated from the valence

quarks. Only for Q2 ~ 00 the quarks become asymptotically
free.

At finite Q2 the Quarks are not free. Experiments in
this region shall see a scaling violation due to gluon

exchange. At very high Q2 and in the high x region
scaling should be violated by gluon radiation in analogy
to photon radiation by accelerated charges in quantum

electrodynamics. At small x, as Q2 increases,F2(x,Q2)

should increase, at large x it should decrease 11-13)

The experimental determination of the exact form of
scale breaking is thus premature. The data can be used
as input to phenomenological quark gluon models to
determine the form of sea quark and valence quark
momentum distributions inside the nucleon, an important
question in modern elementary particle physics.

Pions and kaons enter a 600 m long strong focussing
decay channel. Its magnetic focussing elements can
be operated up to momenta of 300 GeV/c. The oscillation
of the hadrons in this decay channel increases the
probability of muons from n or K decays to be emitted
in forward direction. The use of a strong focussing
decay channel essentially improves the muon beam in
tensity.

10m of Beryllium are used to absorb the remalnlng
hadrons at the end ot the decay channel. At the highest
beam momenta another 2.4 m of polyethylene are added
to the absorber.

Special care is taken to get rid of halo muons very
near to the final beam. 7 magnetic collimators deflect
these particles away from the beam. At the experiment
the ratio of halo muons to beam muons is -6 %. The
layout of the muon beam has been extensively studied
by Monte Carlo calculations giving the same result
for the muon halo to beam ratio as finally ~easured.

A spectrometer in the beam line, consisting of
several bending magnets and four scintillation
counter hodoscope planes, measures the muon momenta
with an accuracy ~p/p ~0.4 %. This measurement im
proves the knowledge of the incoming particles kine-
matics. The momentum band accepted by the muon
beam is ±5%. The beam momentum distribution measured
in the beam momentum station is given in fig. 3 for
the case of a 280 GeV/c muon beam with a 300 GeV/c
parent particle momentum setting.

2.) Muon Beam and EMC Spectrometer

To determine the exact form of the scaling violation
a high energy muon beam with an increased intensity
compared to earlier muon beams has been set up at the

CERN-SPS by the European Muon Collaboration
I4

). Fig. 2
shows a schematic view of this beam. The 400 GeV external
proton beam of the SPS hits a beryllium target producing
a high pion and kaon flux. Pions and kaons are separated
from the primary proton beam by a bending magnet due to
their lower momenta. The proton beam is then dumped.

Nil
600
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Tt. K

halo deflecting
magnetic coil imators

240 260 280 300
PIl(GeV/c)

320

.~ R e H e IT 0
A~-I'p 1t. K strong focusing FODO Ih d I

uleetion 1t.K decay channel a:s~~:er
100m 600 m 10 m

~ selection Ito EMC muon
experiment NA2

400 m

Fig. 3 Beam momentum distribution as measured for
a 280 GeV muon beam.

Schematic view of the CERN muon beam.

proton
beam

400 GeV

Fig. 2

So 300GeV

'.fI.-...n:l''- mu on
beam

I • I
momentum
spect romettr

SO -280 GeV

As can be seen from the figure the incoming muon
momenta extend between 250 and 320 GeV/c, but they
are known with an accuracy of 2 GeV/c. The slight
asymmetry in this distribution is as expected from
Monte Carlo calculations of pion and kaon decays in
the beamline.

The end of the muon beam consists of bending magnets
bending the beam coming from 70m under the surface
again downwards into the horizontal direction before
it enters into the experiment. Typical horizontal
and vertical beam distributions at the entrance of the
experimental apparatus are shown in fig. 4. Beam
intensities vary between 107 and 108 muons/sec.
according to the different beam momenta.
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Different targets have been used in the setup. Data
have been taken with a 6m long H2 and D2 target cell

and also with an iron scintilJlator sandwich target
(STAC target) which increases the luminosity and gives
additional information about the total energy deposited
in the target in muon scattering events.

The scattered muons are detected in a series of drift
chambers, WI-W7 upstream and downstream of the 5.2 Tm
spectrometer magnet, the gap of which is filled with a
set of proportional chambers Pl-P3. All these chambers
are deadened in the beam area to be able to stand
intensities of the throughgoing beam up to about
108 muons/sec. These dead areas are covered by small
circular proportional chambers POa and POb, 6 planes
each, constructed to stand the available beam inten
sities. The PO chambers are used to measure muons
scattered at very small angles or newly produced
particles staying inside or close to the beam area.

The event trigger is produced by different planes of
scintillation counter hodoscopes HI-H4. Coincidences
of hodoscopes counters are dE~termined by computer

programmable matrices15). ThE~ matrices accept only
counter combinations in subsE~quent hodoscopes pointing
to the target region, indicating a variable minimum
momentum or a variable minimtm scattering angle. These
matrix settings have been necessary to reduce the
trigger rates to an acceptable level.

BEAM INTENSITY [0/0]

Typical horizontal and vertical beam
distributions.

BEAM INTENSITY [0/0]

-50 a +50 x[mm] -50 0 +50 z[mm]
HORIZONTAL VERTICAL

Fig. 4

Fig. 5 shows a top view of the layout of the EMC
forward spectrometer. Veto counters VI, V2 and V3
shield the apparatus against halo particle triggers
and define the beam size 'accepted in the experiment
by a variable central hole. Further scintillation
counter hodoscopes, HBA and HBB, 360 small scintilla
tion counters in total, determine position and angle
of the incoming muon if an interaction is registered
in the spectrometer.

S.T.A.C. TARGET - 4m

POLARIZED TARGET

+

t t: 1
W7 ~

ABS

H5

W7

t++-+t+i-+i'H - --- - -

W6

H3h

=1
W6

W4 W5Hlv

Hlh

~ 3m-1

+

._-_._.~"$4>,~._._._. ,

FORWARD SPECTROMETER (EUROPEAN MUON COLLABORATION)

Fig. 5. Schematic layout of the muon scattering experiment as seen from the top.
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Fig. 6 shows an artist's vie~ of the s~ectrrymeter.

The measured data are collected in the apparatus by
a CAMAC system read out with the aid of two PDP 11/70
computers. Two other PDP 11/70 computers are mainly used
to check the apparatus performance periodically. More
details on the electronics, the on line data treatment
and the off line data analysis are contained in other

1 · . . b h 11 b . 16-18)pre ~m~nary reports g~ven y t e co a orat~on • 2 02 0100 150
v(GeV)

50

L· Z
~nes of constant acceptance in the Q -v

plane. The cuts on v and QZ applied to the
data are indicated in the figure.

Fig. 7

The limitation of v between 20 and 240 GeV is
preliminary and will probably be further reduced with the
progress of the data analysis. The high acceptance
imp1ies,the off line correction to the raw data is
small, the flatness of the acceptance distribution pre
vents strong changes by the acceptance correction in
the Q2-v distributions.

Fig. 8 shows the first preliminary results of the
dependence of the proton structure function

F2 (x,QZ) on x in the QZ range between 8 and 15 (Gev/c)Z ....

-S.T.A.C. TARGET
POLARIZED TARGET

Hadrons produced in inelastic muon nucleon scattering
can be mass selected in a limited momentum range with
the aid of a gas Cerenkov counter CZ. The scintillation
counter hodoscope H2 is built up in the form of a hadron
calorimeter to provide some information on hadron energy
deposit and to detect neutral particles. All the hadrons
are absorbed in a 2 m long hadron absorber consisting
of magnetised iron with a small beam hole in the center.
The only particles emerging from this magnetized iron
block are muons.

Fig. 6 - Artist's view of the EMC experiment.

3.) Hydrogen Data

3.a. Structure functions.-------------------------
Since September 1978 data on VP scattering in a hydrogen
target have been taken at different beam energies. At
energies of 120, 200 and 240 GeV, data corresponding to
~ 5 x lOll incident muons per energy,have been taken.
At 280 GeV beam energy,vp and vn scattering has been
investigated by measuring muon nucleon scattering on
hydrogen ana aeuterium· targets with about 1012 positive
muons entering the target in each case.

The off line data analysis has started. nn1y about
107. of the hydrogen data collected at 280 GeV are pre
sented to this conference. Before the start of the real
data production the performance of the experimental
apparatus and the off line analysis program chain is
being tested with this subset of the data. Nevertheless
the statistics of this ·subset corresponds to the
statistics of all high energy muon hydrogen scattering
data taken so far outside CERN.

The acceptance of the spectrometer including the cuts
introduced in the off line analysis is indicated in fig.7.
In the main region of the Q2-v plot the acceptance is
high (> 70 7.)and changes are slow.

8<Q2<15 (GeV/c)2

.5

t t t

+ T t+

.1 t
.1 .5

X

Fig. 8 The structure function Z
in lowerFZ(Q ,x) the

Q2 .
reg~on.

The data in fig. 9 for the Q2 range between 15 and

30 (GeV/c)Z are compared to predictions of a QCD

calculation by Buras and Gaemers I9 ). The data cover
a large range of x and can be used to check the
assumptions in these model calculations of the x
distributions of valence and sea quarks.
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~ig. lOa and lOb show the behaviour of FZ(XtQ2)

for high values of Q2.

-r- i I

0'5 EMC

0·4 1,
PRELIMINARY DATA

1, 1, 280 GEV H2

Y
T 1 l

0·3

o·'t
J.

¢ 9 ¢ T J.
0'3 9 T

o·'f f f + ~
0·3 i

0"'[ t tF2(X,Q2) 0'3 t t- t t t t
0.2

0
.

3r t ++ + + ++ +T0'2

Fig. 11 shows the same data in a slightly different
representation. The ~ependence of F

2
on Q2 is given

for various intervals of the scaling variable x. The
errors bars shown are statisti.cal errors only. An
additional normalisation errol' of ± 10% has to be
added to the data shown- in the: fi~ure.

1.
X

.5

VALENCE QUARKS

F2 IBURAS+ GAEMERSl

.1

.1

.5

Fig. 9 - Comparison of the data with QeD calculations
on the contributions of the different quark
types inside the nucleon to the structure
function.

. lOa and lOb - F
2

(X,Q2) as measured in this

experiment for higher ranges of Q2 in
comparison with the data available from the
CHIO collaboration at Fermilab.

The structure function dependence on Q2 for
different ranges of x as measured with
280 GeV muons on a hydrogen target.

Fig. 11

~~~~~~~~!~~!~-~!~~!_~!~!~~

Muon Scattering experiments on liquid hydrogen targets
offer the possibility of studying the hadrons produced
in inelastic scattering processes. Since fractionally
charged quarks seem to be eonfined inside the nucleon
the outgoing hadrons must reflect final state inter
actions dressing the struck quark and the remaining
diquark system.

A characteristic variable in the study of final
states is the hadron momentum PT transverse to the
virtual photon direction. Fig. 12 shows the depen
dence of <PT> the mean value of P

T
, on the ratio z of

the total hadronic energy EH to tfie virtual photon
energy v:

EH
z = 'v

The general behaviour of the structure function does not
show a strong Q2 dependence, i.e. scaling violation, ever
if a slow increase of F

Z
with Q2 at low values and a

small decrease of FZ with Q2 in the high x region might

be visible in this preliminary data set. The improve
ment in statistics expected from the near future data
analysis will be essential to determine the structure
functions and the exact fOlm of the scaling violation.

1.
X

1.
X

F2vsQ2

t + +30<02<50 (GeV/c)2 :) O·0Q6<X<0·017 0'2

+to O'OI7<X<O'OS

+ EMC data ~ O'OS<X<O'II

" 0'11 <X<0'20 tit+ CHIO data • 0·20 <X<0'33
0·1

• 0·33 <X<0'50

10
Q2

100

.5

.5

+ + + + • •

50 <0 2 <150 (GeV/c )2

.1

Fig.1Ob

o

.1

.5 It
f

+ t Ii lt f

.1
I H

.1

Fig.10a

.5
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5 10 50
Q2 (GeV/c)2

The other contributions should not depend on Q2. Fig. 13
2

shows t~e Q dependence of <P~> as measured by muon
scatter1ng and neutrino scattering. It is clear that
the comparison between the different experiments is
difficult since the experimental acceptances are
widely different.

• EMC<Z>= 0.28
o CHID
• SESC

oo

Pre 1iminary

+

Dependence of the mean value of the square
of the hadron transverse momentum

2 2
< PT > on Q for muon experiments (EMC and

CHIO) compared to neutrino results (BEBC) .

0.6N

u
>Q)

Q O.L.
A

N .....
Q.

v 0.2

Fig. 13

The well known seagul effect, a dip at small values
of z, is clearly visible.

I I

Preliminary
h-

1.0 ~ -

+ +t
T

EMC

• + trCHID
0.5 ~ +, tT -

• III +
u ••.......
>
Q)

(!)

" 0 I I
~

a. 1.0 - -
V h+

+++ T

•: +, TO.5~ : ' -•.-

The factor z2 is due to the fact, that only the
fraction z of the struck quark momentum is transferred
to the hadrons. As we have seen in Fig. 12 there is
indeed a clear rise of PT with z.

QCD predicts 22
-

24
) a Q2 dependence for the QCD contri

bution: the mean value <P~,QCD> should increase with
Q2:

2 2Dependence of < PT > on W for muon nucleor~

scattering (EMC data), neutrino nucleon
scattering (BEBC data) and electron
positron scattering (PLUTO data).

0.4
Preliminary

u

+
;; 0.3

+QJ :+ ,
~
1\ 0.2

<+
~ +

N~

0-
v

0.1

0 I I

100 200 300 400

W 2 (GeV 2
)

Fig. 14

• EMC <z > =0.15. 02 > 5 GeV 2

• vN (BEBC) all z

o e+ e- (PLUTO)

<PT,QCfl> ~ W2/1n(Q2/A2).

In Fig. 14 the <PT> distribution as measured by muon

scattering, neutrino scattering and suitably correc-

d27 ) + - . h .te e e exper1ments s ow some weak 11near
increase with W2.

Muon scatteting experiments have the advantage of
fixing PT by the kinematics of the incoming virtual
photon.

But all experiments seem to agree that if there is
any Q2 dependence at all it must be very small. It
is compatible with the slow variation predicted
by QCD.

However a stronger dependence on W is predicted by

the QCD models 25 ,26). The QCD contribution should
rise proportional to W2:

I

1.0
I

0.5

Seagull eftect for negative (h-) and po~itive
hadrons (h ). The circles correspond to data

from this experiment with Q2 > 5 (GeV/c)2
2 2

and W > 100 GeV • The squares correspond

to CHIO data with Q2 > 0,3 (Gev/c)2,

w2
> 100 GeV2 and w > 40.

In the naive quark parton model the quarks have no
transverse momenta. In the more fashionable quark
models with perturbative QCD extensions the quark gluon
coupling induces a transverse momentum PT,QCD 20). In

addition the struck quark may have a primordial trans-
verse momentum PT f by the fragmentation of the
quark21). ' rag

2The average PI of the observable hadrons therefore

contains three contributions:

Fig. 12
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Neutrino experiments and electron positron scattering
experiments have difficulties in fixing the current
direction. In addition the strong dependence of the
PT distributions on the mean value of <z> accepted in

the experiment as shown in fig. 15 prevents a more
quantitative comparison between the different experi
ments.

~E _ 0,4 , with E in GeV.
E -1;-

With the aid of this target the dependence of the
struct~re ~unction F2 per nucleon on x and Q2 as
shown 1n f1g. 17, has been measured. The physical
interpretation of the structure function allows a
direct comparison with the F

2
structure function as

determined in neutrino nu.cleon scattering.

Dependence of the <P~> distribution

measured in this experiment on the mean
value of z.

1. r-----....,----~I--- __---..........---_--__-_
F2 280 GeV E~C STAC TARGET PRELIMINARY
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Fig. 15

I

4.) Heavy Target Data
5 10 20 100 200

Fig. 16 contains a schematic view of the iron
scintillator sandwich counter, called STAC (Sampling
Total Absorption Counter). ·2.56m of iron are used as
a target in the muon beam.

~~~2_~!!~£!~!~_~~~£!f2~~

Data on muon scattering on iron nuclei have been
ta~en at 280 GeV incoming muon energy, for about 1011
muons hitting the ·target and at 250 GeV for about
5 x lOll muons in total. The data presented to this
conference correspond to 15% of the 280 GeV data.
Data takin~ at 120 GeV with 1011 muons is foreseen
for 1979.

~ BEAM.

E.M.C. STAC Target Schematic

~'

i
~

: : ~~3em
I 374 em I

Fig. 17 - Structure function F2 per nucleon

measured by muon scattering on iron
nuclei.

Considering the fractional charges of the quarks
contributing to neutrino nucleon and muon nucleon
scattering and assuming isospin invariance for the
quarks, the ratio of the F2 structure functions
measured in the respective experiments should be
5/18. Fig. l8a and l8b therefore show a comparison
of the structure function :F2 as measured in neutrino

" 28) 1 ~ I" "l "exper1ments rou t1P 1ec by th1s factor, to the
EMC heavy target data for different ranges of x.
Due to the still high systematic uncertainty in our
data the agreement betweE~n neutrino and muon scat
tering experiments is very good, reflecting the
success of the naive qual~k model with non-integral
charges.

Intersections of scintillator readout by 36 photo
multipliers allow localization of the distribution of
hadronic and electromagnetic showers in the target,
if an interaction took place, and to measure the
total energy deposit E with an energy resolution:

1005020

.1

.os
EMC CDHS

• x •• 1-5
.02

x • • 3S

• x •• S5

.01
10

1
F2

.5

? <} {> ~

.2 t

a)

'lorge'STAC element

~--..::::: --l::::--::: z:--"":Sz

-. --to 2.0 to 0.7

I 1256cm 1=1' 101011

..

STAC target (Sampling Total Absorption
Counter).

Fig. 16
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·5

.2 I-

Besides these especially interesting multimuon
processes there are more conventional processes
leading to multimuon production. Electromagnetic
interactions produce muon pairs in two differe~t

ways exactly calculable.by QED: bremsstrahlung 1-33)
from the interacting particles, the muon and the

34
35)

target particles, and Bethe-Heitler production ' •
The corresponding timelike (Fig. 20a,b) and spacelike
(Fig. 20c) graphs are shown in Fig. 20 .

b)

.1 -

.05

.02

ENe. CDHS
A '"

•
x •.08

x •. 25

x • .45

x •• 65

t
-

N

~+

IJ.-

N

J.L+

tJ,-

Fig. 18

N

~+

IJ.-

N

~
c)

J..l+

c
p.-

:)
N

a) and b) Comparison of FZ as determined by

muon (EMC) and neutrino scattering (CDHS)
on iron nuclei for different x ranges.

The observation of an important step in the
structure functio~ at a center of mass energy
squared of 80 GeV has been reported in a recent

bl " "29) d" "pu 1cat10n an 1nterpreted as a poss1ble colour

threshold30
). As indicated in fig. 19 our subset of

data plotted against W2 does not show such a step, in
contradiction to this experiment.

R

15% OF Fe DATA

2

Fig. 20 Feynman diagrams for electromagnetic muon
pair production: a) muon bremsstrahlung,
b) target bremsstrahlung c)Bethe-Heitler
process.

1.5

1.

.5

o 400

If the virtual photon interacts with a quark, a
muon pair may be produced by deep inelastic Compton
scattering off the quark. Pion and kaon production
and their subsequent decay may also produce multimuon
events as described by parton models 36- 38) .

Especially interesting is the QCD process of
Bethe-Heitler cc and bb heavy quark production by
photon-gluon fusion as recently discussed by Gluck
and Reya39 ) and by Barger et al. 35). The corresponding
Feynman diagrams are shown in Fig. 21 for the produc
tion of qq bound states.

So~~..e data at 250 GeV muon energy have also been
analysed improving essentially the statistical error
of the 280 GeV data shown in fig. 19.

Fig. 19 Ratio R of the measured value of FZ to the

" wZ
prediction of QCD calculat~ons versus •

2
No indication for a step at 80 GeV , as
reported in ref. 29 and indicated by a
hatched line in the figure, is visible in
the data.

q
q

q
q

b.) Multimuon Data. Muon induced multimuon production Fig. 21
is an interesting way to study associated charm
production as well as the virtual photoproduction of
bound cc states. The gluon distribution inside the
nucleon can thus be investigated and other heavier
quarks may show up in multimuon events.

qq production by photon gluon fusion. The
heavy quarks can decay producing muons or
muon pairs.
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100.1

Q2 dependence of elastic J/' production.
The curves are best fits for VDM predictions
with a propagator mass equal to 1 GeV
(dotted line) ,:lnd to the J /' mass (solid
line).

0.1

0.2

0.5

0.02

0.05

b

t
z
~

z,
"J
t
z
~

Fig. 23

I An important contribution to dimuon events is
lexpected from D meson production with subsequent
muonic decays. In this case neutrinos will carry away
~eaction energy, so that uimuon events with missing
energy can be considered as a hint of free flavour
production. Heavy lepton pair production like for
in~tance L+1-_pair production is predicted ~o be
un1mportant40 41) compared to charm product1on.

The heavy STAC target is well suited to search
for processes producing multimuon final states.
The first results have been reported in March 79
at Erice42 ). Momenta and angles of the outgoing
muons were measured in the forward spectrometer.
The energy balance between incident and outgoing
particles could then be compared to the hadronic or
electromagnetic shower energy measured in the STAC.
About 10,000 ~+~+~- events were obtained at 280
GeV/c beam momentum. The scattered muon was normally
the higher momentum positive particle. The mass
spectrum of the remaining muon pair is given in
Fig. 22. J/W production is clearly visible.

o 1.0 2,0 3,0 4.0 5,0 6,0 Fig. 24 gives the distribution of the events as a
function of the variable t' = t - t min • Coherent and

incoherent scattering of virtual photons is visible.

-3·0-2·0

t
-1·0

t' tGeVlc)2

t-distribution of elastic J/\Jj events compared
to a parametrisation including coherent and
incoherent production.

o
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200

500-------..----------,

Fig. 24

Fig. 22 - Dimuon mass spectrum with the J/~ signal.
The fit sshown is a gaussian plus a
smooth background.

A fit to this distribution gave a mass resolution
a = 0.22 GeV/c2 at the J/~ mass in agreement with
the calculated resolution.

The energy deposited in the STAC target by the
events in the J/~ mass region allowed a separation
of elastically produced J/~ events (energy deposit
<5 GeV) from the inelastic events, which were about
half of the events in this mass region. The vector
meson dominance model treats the photon as being
converted into a vector meson which then scatters
elastically from the target. The Q2 dependence is in
this case determined by the vector meson propagator.
This mechanism is supported by the Q2 dependence of
the data shown in Fig. 23.

A fit to this experimental distribution gave good
agreement using the form C{1+Q2/M2)-2 with C and M as
free parameters. The best fit was obtained with

M = 2.45~g:~~ GeV showing the im~ortance of the higher

mass scale in the propagator.
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The slope parameter of the coherent contribution was
not resolved due to the experimental resolution and was
assumed to be a = 135 (GeV)-2. The slope parameter b
of the incoherent scattering was measured to be
b = 2.31±30 (GeV/c)-2. The Q2 and t dependence have
been used to calculate da/dt at Q2 = 0 and t = 0 for
J/~ production. The result is shown in fig. 25 a as
a function of v. The elastic J/~ production data are
consistent with a constant cross section of

52±5 nb/(GeV/c)2.
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Fig. 26 - The dimuon sample missi~g energy - defined

as E. . = E - E - E - E .
m1ss1ng beam ~l ~2 target

The upper line is the sample before removing
trimuons, the dashed area contains the
dimuons left after cuts.
The vertical line corresponds to 20 GeV mean
missing energy in the dimuon sample.
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Detailed background studies have still to be per
formed before a charm production cross section can be
extracted from these data. Several events with more
3 final state muons have been seen in the experiment
and are being analysed.

5.) Future Experiments4~)

Elastic J/~ ohotoproduction cross sections
as a function of the photon energy v:
a) differential cross section, b) total
cross section on iron.
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Fig. 25

The data are compared with photoproduction data43~46)

and recent muoproduction data47 ). Fig.25 b contains the
elastic photoproduction cross section on iron as a
function of v. The inelastically produced J/~ events
are still being studied.

The existence of genuine dimuon events with missing
energy Emiss in the STAC target defined as

Emiss = Ebeam - E~1 - E~2 - ESTAC

The next change of the experimental setup as shown in
fig. 5 is the addition of a 450 channel lead glass
detector in the forward direction to study direct
photon and neutral hadron production. The second
essential change will be the use of a polarized proton
target to determine the spin dependent structure
functions. Measurements with this target will start
in March 1980.

In a further step the angular acceptance of the
Forward Spectrometer will be increased to about ±60o

by the addition of a Vertex Detector System as shown
in fig. 27.

has been established. Fig. 26 shows the missing energy
distributions of raw like sign and unlike sign dimuon
levents. On average there is a missing energy of about

\20 GeV. These events are attributed to charm prOducti:~~___________ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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